INTRODUCTION

Quantities of considerable interest in the estimation
There seems to be only a single estimate of the averaged-squared backscattering cross section reported in the literature, 1 and this suffers from a number of the omissions described here.
Explanations for both the scarcity and erroneous computations of averaged and averaged-squared backscattering cross section may be inferred from the cited literature. These are the lack of simple analyticity in generalsexpression of target strength functions, the need or desire to maintain an easy tractability in computation, and the"lack of a general model for averaging.
The several matters are treated in this paper by statement of a general averaging model, development of it by a natural succession of simplifying assumptions, and presentation of numerical computations based on high quality measured target strength functions for an important geometry of application. The decision made at the dorsal aspect target strength functions of a number of gadold specimens measured at 38 and 120 kHz by Nakken 
where the product of wavenumber k and piston radius a Ta Table II. Under assumption of the three conditions stated above for application of linear minimum variance analysis, analysis of covariance may be applied to the various regressions to determine whether they are significantly Table IV for averaging with respect to two kinds of behavior. These results obtain for th0 general length ranges of interest, which are roughly 1 to 100 wavelengths, without regard to the particular length The discussion, which has thus far been concerned with averaged target strengths, could be repeated for the root-mean-square target strengths also computed in this study. The similarity of averaged and root-meansquare target strengths, for the same target strength functions and manner of averaging, is established by
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Scatter diagrams of •TS)-4.4,ss,2.5 for the six speciesand frequency-discriminated data sets described in
